
Maths Activities 

•  

 

• Lydia has 15 marbles.  

       She takes them to her friend’s house. She loses 3 on the way and 4 in the house. 

      How many does she have left? 

• Sam starts school at 9 o’clock.  

       It takes him 20 minutes to get to school.  

       If he leaves at quarter to 9 will he get to school on time? 

 

English Activities 

•  



Choose one of the characters in the image and write a character description. Remember 

to use:  

 -synonyms               -similes             -expanded noun phrases             -conjunctions             

-different sentence starters              -say where they live/what they look like/ what they 

like to do 

• https://www.literacyshedplus.com/en/resource/the-lighthouse-ks1-activity-pack 

Use the link to download the activity pack. Check with your parents that it is ok to watch 

the video. Watch the video carefully and then answer the questions. When you have 

answered the questions, complete the writing activities for the video. 

• Using materials you have at home, build a model rocket. One you have made your 

rocket, write a set of instructions for a family member so that they can build their 

own. Remember to use the features of instructions in your writing. You can use this 

check list to help you. 

Feature ✓  

Title (How to…)  

Introductory sentence  

Subheadings (What you need/to do) 
- underlined 

 

Bullet points/list  

Numbered steps on a new line  

Imperative verbs  

Conjunctions  

Top tip (use an adjective)  

Capital letters  

Full stops  

 

Topic Activities 

• Do you know who Helen Sharman is? Use the PowerPoint linked below to find out all 

about her. Write a non-chronological report to explain what you have found out.  

        https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-sc-296-helen-sharman-information-powerpoint 

• Design your own rocket. Make sure you label the parts and write a what you need 

list. What will you use to build your rocket? How will you join the parts together? 

Build your rocket and then evaluate it. What would you change if you built it again? 

What parts worked well? 

• Astronauts explore space using rockets and space stations. Can you find out about 

any other explorers? Where did they explore? How did they travel? Represent what 

you find out in either a poster, a letter, a fact file or a drawing.  

 

 

https://www.literacyshedplus.com/en/resource/the-lighthouse-ks1-activity-pack
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-sc-296-helen-sharman-information-powerpoint


Science Activities 

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7/articles/zpd6hyc 

Use the link above to help you investigate which materials dissolve in water. Write a 

prediction, record your results in a table and write what you have found out. Was your 

prediction correct? Which materials dissolved in the water? Were there any materials 

that didn’t dissolve? 

• Spot the uses of every day materials around your home. Record the materials you 

find and their uses in this table: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Draw lines to sort these materials into natural and man-made.  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7/articles/zpd6hyc

